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Introduction
The Protocol for Review of Instructional Materials for ELLs (PRIME) has been developed by World-Class 
Instructional Design and Assessment (WIDA) to assist publishers and educators in examining the representation of key 
elements of the WIDA English language proficiency standards in their materials.

The intent of this review is to identify the ways in which elements of the WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards, 
2007 Edition, PreKindergarten through Grade 12 are represented in the published materials. These materials vary from 
core or supplemental texts to DVDs to software programs; however, it is assumed that they all seek to provide teachers 
with standards-based references to use with English language learners in diverse settings across the United States.

The Protocol for Review of Instructional Materials for ELLs (PRIME) is not an evaluative tool aimed to judge the 
effectiveness of published materials using the WIDA English Language Proficiency (ELP) Standards. The goal of the 
Protocol for Review of Instructional Materials for ELLs (PRIME) is twofold: 

•	 to	aid	publishers	and	correlators	in	developing	materials	and	communicating	how	their	materials	
incorporate or address aspects of the WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards, and

•	 to	assist	educators	in	making	informed	decisions	in	selecting	instructional	materials	for	programs	serving	
English language learners. 

WIDA welcomes the opportunity to work with both publishers and educators. WIDA realizes that it has a unique 
perspective on the conceptualization of language proficiency standards and how it envisions their use. It is our hope 
that by using this inventory, publishers will gain a keener understanding of some of the facets involved in the language 
development of English language learners as they pertain to their products.

Organization
The Protocol for Review of Instructional Materials for ELLs (PRIME) is organized into two parts that, as a whole, are 
intended to provide information about instructional materials in each of 14 criteria. Part 1 contains information about 
the materials that are to be reviewed. Part 2 is the protocol used for the review of instructional materials and includes 
space for publishers to explain the answers to the questions.  An Appendix at the end of the document provides 
definitions of the categories included in the PRIME correlation. 

Directions for completing the Protocol for Review of Instructional 
Materials for ELLs (PRIME) inventory:

STEP 1: Complete information about materials being reviewed.
STEP 2:   Respond to the “Yes/No” questions about the presence of the criteria in the materials.
STEP 3:   Provide justification to support your “Yes” responses. (Note: If additional explanation for  
          “No” answers is relevant to readers’ understanding of the materials, this may also be included.)
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I. Performance Definitions
(Criteria that shape the ELP Standards)

II. English Language 
Proficiency Standards

III. Levels of English 
Language Proficiency
(Entering, Beginning, Developing, 

Expanding, Bridging)

IV. Strands of Model 
Performance Indicators

IA. Linguistic Complexity
IB.  Vocabulary Usage
IC.   Language Control/Conventions
                                                                    
 

                            
IIA.  Presence of WIDA ELP Standards
                                                                   
IIB.  Representation of Language Domains
 (Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing)
 
 

IIIA.  Differentiation of Language
IIIB. Scaffolding Language Development

IVA.   Language Functions 
•	 Attached to Context
•	 Higher Order Thinking

IVB.  Content Stem
•	 Coverage and Specificity of Example Topics
•	 Accessibility to Grade Level Content 

IVC. Instructional Supports      
•	 Sensory Support
•	 Graphic Support
•	 Interactive Support

Organization of the WIDA English Language Proficiency 
Standards In Relation to the Protocol for Review of 

Instructional Materials for ELLs
The 14 PRIME criteria are in BOLD below.
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Part 1:  Information About Materials  
 

Publication Title(s): ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Publisher: ___________________________________________________________________________________

Materials/ Program to be Reviewed: _______________________________________________________________

Tools of Instruction included in this review: _________________________________________________________

Intended Teacher Audiences: ____________________________________________________________________

Intended Student Audiences: ____________________________________________________________________

WIDA Framework(s) considered: _________________________________________________________________

Language domains addressed in material: ___________________________________________________________

WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards addressed:______________________________________________

WIDA language proficiency levels included: _________________________________________________________

Most Recently Published Edition or Website: ________________________________________________________

In the space below explain the focus or intended use of the materials.  
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Part 2: PRIME Correlation Tool

I.  PERFORMANCE DEFINITIONS
IA. Linguistic Complexity (the amount and quality of speech or writing) 

 
A.   Do the instructional materials take into account linguistic complexity for language learners?

B.   Do the instructional materials address linguistic complexity for all of the targeted proficiency 
levels?

  
C.   Is linguistic complexity systematically addressed, in multiple lessons, chapters, or units, in the 

materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

IB. Vocabulary Usage (specificity of words, from general to specific to technical)

A.  Is vocabulary usage represented as words, phrases, and expressions in context? 

B.  Is vocabulary usage addressed in the materials for all of the targeted levels of proficiency?
  
C.  Are general, specific, and technical language usage systematically presented    

throughout the materials?
 

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

IC. Language Control/Conventions (comprehensibility of language) 

A.  Are opportunities to demonstrate language control presented in the materials?

B.  Do opportunities to demonstrate language control correspond to all targeted levels of 
language proficiency?

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q
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C.  Are opportunities to demonstrate language control systematically presented in the materials in 
multiple chapters, lessons, or units?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

 
II. ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY (ELP) STANDARDS
  

IIA. Presence of WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards 

A.  Are social and instructional language and one or more of the remaining WIDA Standards (the 
language of Language Arts, of Mathematics, of Science, and of Social Studies) present in the 
materials?

B.  Do the materials systematically integrate Social and Instructional Language and the language 
of the targeted content area(s)?  

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

IIB. Representation of Language Domains 
  

A.  Are the language domains (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) targeted in the materials?
 
B.  Are the targeted language domains presented within the context of language    

proficiency levels?

C. Are the targeted language domains systematically integrated throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

YES NO

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q
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 III. LEVELS OF LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
IIIA. Differentiation of Language (for ELP levels)

A.  Do the materials differentiate between the language proficiency levels?
 
B.  Is differentiation of language proficiency developmentally and linguistically appropriate for 

the designated language levels?

C.  Is differentiation of language systematically addressed throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

IIIB. Scaffolding Language Development (from ELP level to ELP level)

A.  Do the materials provide scaffolding supports for students to advance within a   
proficiency level?

  
B.  Do the materials provide scaffolding supports for students to progress from one   

proficiency level to the next?
   
C.  Are scaffolding supports presented systematically throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

  
IV. STRANDS OF MODEL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

IVA. Language Functions
Context 
A.  Do the materials include a range of language functions?
 
B.  Do the language functions attach to a context (i.e. are they incorporated into a 

communicative goal or activity)?

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q
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C.  Are language functions presented comprehensively to support the progression of language 
development?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

Higher Order Thinking 
D.  Are opportunities to engage in higher order thinking present for students of various levels of 

English language proficiency?

E.  Are opportunities for engaging in higher order thinking systematically addressed in the 
materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

IVB.  Content Stem
Coverage and Specificity of Example Content Topics 
A.  Do examples cover a wide range of topics typically found in state and local academic content 

standards?
 
B   Are example topics accessible to English language learners of the targeted level(s) of English 

language proficiency?

C.  Are example topics systematically presented throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

YES NO

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q
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Accessibility to Grade Level Content 
D.  Is linguistically and developmentally appropriate grade level content present in the  

materials?

E.  Is grade level content accessible for the targeted levels of language proficiency?

F.  Is the grade level content systematically presented throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

IVC. INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORTS
Sensory Support 
A.  Are sensory supports, which may include visual supports, present and varied in the materials?

B.  Are sensory supports relevant to concept attainment and presented in a manner that reinforces 
communicative goals for the targeted levels of proficiency?

C.  Are sensory supports systematically presented throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

Graphic Support 
D.  Are graphic supports present and varied in the materials?

E.  Are graphic supports relevant to concept attainment and presented in a manner that reinforces 
communicative goals for the targeted proficiency levels?

F.  Are graphic supports systematically presented throughout the materials?

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q
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Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers. 

Interactive Support 
G.  Are interactive supports present and varied in the materials?
 
H.  Are interactive supports present and relevant to concept attainment for the targeted 

proficiency levels?

I.  Are interactive supports varied and systematically presented in the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for 
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

YES NO

q	 q

q	 q

q	 q
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Appendix

I.   Performance Definitions – the criteria (linguistic complexity, vocabulary usage, and language control) that shape 
each of the six levels of English language proficiency that frame the English language proficiency standards.

IA.  Linguistic Complexity – the amount and quality of speech or writing for a given situation
IB.  Vocabulary Usage – the specificity of words (from general to technical) or phrases for a given context
IC.  Language Control/Conventions – the comprehensibility and understandability of the communication 

for a given context

II.  English Language Proficiency Standards – the language expectations of English language learners at the end of 
their English language acquisition journey across the language domains, the four main subdivisions of language. 

 
IIA. Five WIDA ELP Standards:

1. English language learners communicate for Social and Instructional purposes within the school 
setting.

2. English language learners communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Language Arts.

3. English language learners communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Mathematics.

4. English language learners communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Science.

5. English language learners communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic 
success in the content area of Social Studies.

IIB. Domains:
•	 Listening – process, understand, interpret, and evaluate spoken language in a variety of situations
•	 Speaking – engage in oral communication in a variety of situations for a variety of audiences
•	 Reading – process, understand, interpret, and evaluate written language, symbols and text with 

understanding and fluency
•	 Writing – engage in written communication in a variety of situations for a variety of audiences

III.  Levels of English Language Proficiency - The five language proficiency levels (1-Entering, 2-Beginning, 
3-Developing, 4-Expanding, 5- Bridging) outline the progression of language development in the acquisition of 
English. The organization of the standards into strands of Model Performance Indicators (MPIs) illustrates the 
continuum of language development.

IIIA.  Differentiation – providing instruction in a variety of ways to meet the educational needs of students at 
different proficiency levels

IIIB.   Scaffolding – building on already acquired skills and knowledge from level to level of language 
proficiency based on increased linguistic complexity, vocabulary usage, and language control through 
the use of supports.
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IV.  Strands of Model Performance Indicators – examples that describe a specific level of English language 
proficiency for a language domain. Each Model Performance Indicator has three elements: Language Function, 
Content Stem, and Support

IVA.   Language Functions – the first of the three elements in model performance indicators indicates how 
ELLs are to process and use language to demonstrate their English language proficiency.
•	 Context	–	the	extent	to	which	language	functions	are	presented	comprehensively,	socially	and	

academically in materials 
•	 Higher	Order	Thinking	–	cognitive	processing	that	involves	learning	complex	skills	such	as	critical	

thinking and problem solving.
IVB.   Content Stem – the second element relates the context or backdrop for language interaction within the 

classroom. The language focus for the content may be social, instructional or academic depending on 
the standard.

IVC.   Instructional Support – instructional strategies or tools used to assist students in accessing content 
necessary for classroom understanding or communication and to help construct meaning from oral or 
written language. Three categories of instructional supports include sensory, graphic and interactive 
supports.
•	 Sensory	support	–	A	type	of	scaffold	that	facilitates	students’	deeper	understanding	of	language	or	

access to meaning through the visual or other senses.
•	 Graphic	support	–	A	type	of	scaffold	to	help	students	demonstrate	their	understanding	of	ideas	

and concepts without having to depend on or produce complex and sustained discourse.
•	 Interactive	support	–	A	type	of	scaffold	to	help	students	communicate	and	facilitate	their	access	

to content, such as working in pairs or groups to confirm prior knowledge, using their native 
language to clarify, or incorporating technology into classroom activities.


	Publication Titles: Collections
	Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
	Materials Program to be Reviewed: Collections © 2015
	Tools of Instruction included in this review: Teacher's Edition and Student Edition
	Intended Teacher Audiences: Grades 6–8 Teachers
	Intended Student Audiences: Grades 6–8
	WIDA Frameworks considered: Summative and Formative
	Language domains addressed in material: Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing
	WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards addressed: ALL
	WIDA language proficiency levels included: Entering, Emerging, Developing, Expanding, Bridging
	Most Recently Published Edition or Website: 2015
	Text2: The Collections program offers multi-genre texts organized into collections, including one or more anchor texts per collection chosen for their complexity and richness, reflection of the topic, and demand for multiple readings and close analysis. Collections gives teachers dynamic tools for teaching students how to do close, sustained readings of complex texts and opportunities for them to hone their skills. The program provides a Common Core instructional plan, point-of-use strategies, and links for online resources. 
	Check Box3: Yes
	Check Box4: Off
	Check Box5: Yes
	Check Box6: Off
	Check Box7: Yes
	Check Box8: Off
	Text9: A. The Collections program offers students opportunities to practice English grammar, word structure and meanings, and conventions. Students practice linguistic skills in oral and written communication exercises throughout the Collections content areas. Each collection opening page begins with an overview of the Collection Performance Task that students complete at the end as well as Academic Vocabulary with words featured in the collection. Specific elements of grammar, syntax, and conventions are addressed throughout the Collections program. See Grade 7 TE pp. 17, 88, 144a, 212, 232, 317. B. All students, including struggling learners, have opportunities to practice linguistic skills during each collection in the program. In the Student Edition many of the complex texts serve as a context for grammar and language conventions lessons following designated selections. With these selections, a full page of instruction is included to address for readers of varied proficiency the grammar and conventions that are evidenced in the selection. C. Labeled “Language and Style” at Grades 9-12 and “Language Conventions” at Grades 6-8, these complete pages provide contextualized grammar and language conventions instruction. Using specific textual evidence from the selection, lessons focus on the authors’ use of the grammatical structure or convention and how that use heightens the effect and helps to accomplish the purpose. Additional practice with the grammatical conventions occurs in the Practice and Apply directions asking students to re-enter text and use the convention in their own writing, including the selection or collection Performance Task. See Grade 6 SE, pp. 92, 98, 116, 128, 184, 372; Grade 7 SE, pp. 52, 88, 192, 200, 326, 336; Grade 8 SE, pp. 40, 70, 104, 132, 176, 378.
	Check Box10: Yes
	Check Box11: Off
	Check Box12: Yes
	Check Box13: Off
	Check Box14: Yes
	Check Box15: Off
	Text16: A. Each collection opening page begins with an overview of the Collection Performance Task that students complete at the end as well as Academic Vocabulary with words featured in the collection. See Grade 7 TE pp. 33, 72, 91. Academic vocabulary words are used throughout the instructional content as well as in the questions and tasks. Following each selection in the Student Edition, a page of instruction and practice includes “Critical Vocabulary” and “Vocabulary Strategy.” This page includes additional practice with the selection’s critical vocabulary as well as a mini-lesson and practice on a pertinent vocabulary strategy for learning word structures, patterns, and forms. Students are encouraged to use academic vocabulary and the critical vocabulary from the selections as they write about and discuss each selection and each collection, including the “Collaborative Discussion ” at the end of each selection and the Performance Tasks for which they share text analysis, research findings, or media-based literacy projects.B. Critical Vocabulary from each selection is identified and expanded for students of varied proficiency in order to enrich the application of selection vocabulary. The Teacher’s Edition also includes suggestions for additional instruction in academic vocabulary in notes labeled “Applying Academic Vocabulary.” This feature refers teachers to strategies they can use to enhance students’ use of academic vocabulary in all related tasks in each collection.C. Each collection opening page begins with an overview of the Collection Performance Task that students complete at the end as well as Academic Vocabulary with words featured in the collection. The academic vocabulary words are then used repeatedly in the instructional content as well as in the questions and tasks. Following each selection in the Student Edition, a complete page of instruction and practice includes “Critical Vocabulary” and “Vocabulary Strategy.” This page includes additional practice with the selection’s critical vocabulary as well as a mini-lesson and practice on a pertinent vocabulary strategy for learning word structures, patterns, and forms. See Grade 6 TE, pp. 5, 38, 52, 60, 75, 94; Grade 7 TE, pp. 33, 47, 65, 72, 78, 91; Grade 8 TE, pp. 145, 152, 169, 182, 191, 200.
	Check Box17: Yes
	Check Box18: Off
	Check Box19: Yes
	Check Box20: Off
	Check Box21: Yes
	Text23: A. The Collections program was designed in part to help English Language Learners use English to communicate in social settings and to achieve academically in all content areas. The program helps teachers provide comprehensible input—language that is understandable to language learners because it is contextualized and meaningful in both oral and written English. This instruction in the language-learning classroom should be contextualized and supported by strategies such as gesturing, restating, and acting out—strategies that enhance and support meaning. When students need help with writing, research, and speaking and listening skills, they can access 12 robust digital collections in their eBook. Offering such lessons as Writing a Claim, Evaluating Sources, and Speaking Constructively, the Digital Collections provide comprehensive coverage of all writing, speaking and listening Common Core State Standards—all with interactive instruction and real-world practice. See Grades 6-8 Student eBooks, Digital Collections: Writing Collections (Producing and Publishing with Technology, Conducting Research); Speaking and Listening Collections (Using Media in a Presentation).B. The program was developed to ensure that skills are introduced, practiced, and reviewed. The activities include many ways to assist all levels of learners. This carefully developed instructional plan is used in all grades. C. Students practice and demonstrate language control throughout the Collections program. See the following Collections Grade 7 Teacher Edition pages for examples of guided speaking activities: 76, 86, 148, 166, 198, 238, 280.
	Check Box22: Off
	Check Box24: Yes
	Check Box25: Off
	Check Box26: Yes
	Check Box27: Off
	Text28: A. Collections adheres to the suggestions for emphasizing a multi-genre approach from The Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects. To achieve the “range of text types” noted in the Standards, Collections includes the larger text types of stories, drama, poetry, and literary nonfiction—and detail genres within each of these larger text-type categories. Also, as the Standards suggest, the program includes an emphasis on content-area reading, including informational texts in history/social studies, science, and technical subjects. With the increased emphasis on literary nonfiction, students will read a wide variety of literary nonfiction in Collections, including biography, autobiography, memoir, essays, documentary, speeches, science writing, and historical fiction.  B. The varied genres included in Collections instructional materials provide students with the range of text types critical for developing skills and strategies for independently and proficiently reading fiction, literary nonfiction, informational texts, and media. In addition, these texts serve as models for students as they write in varied genres. See the following pages: Grade 6 SE, pp. 93-95, 105-112, 197-198, 223-225, 253-258; Close Reader, pp. CR87-CR96; Grade 7 SE, pp. 137-140, 185-188; Close Reader, pp. CR31-CR34, CR45-CR50, CR63-CR66, CR83-CR86; Grade 8 SE, pp. 31-36, 53-66, 125-128, 143-147; Close Reader, pp. CR13-CR18, CR43-CR48.
	Check Box29: Yes
	Check Box30: Off
	Check Box31: Yes
	Check Box32: Off
	Check Box33: Yes
	Check Box34: Off
	Text35: A. The domains of listening, speaking, reading, and writing are addressed throughout the Collections program. When students need help with writing, research, and speaking and listening skills, they can access 12 robust digital collections in their eBook. Offering such lessons as Writing a Claim, Evaluating Sources, and Speaking Constructively, the Digital Collections provide comprehensive coverage of all writing, speaking and listening Common Core State Standards—all with interactive instruction and real-world practice. See Grades 6-8 Student eBooks, Digital Collections: Writing Collections (Producing and Publishing with Technology, Conducting Research); Speaking and Listening Collections (Using Media in a Presentation). B. Students of varied proficiency gain practice in the domains of listening, speaking, reading, and writing throughout the Collections program. The discussions and exercises within each collection may be modified and extended to accommodate English Language Learners of greater or lesser expertise and experience.C. When students need help with writing, research, and speaking and listening skills, they can access 12 robust digital collections in their eBook. Offering such lessons as Writing a Claim, Evaluating Sources, and Speaking Constructively, the Digital Collections provide comprehensive coverage of all writing, speaking and listening Common Core State Standards—all with interactive instruction and real-world practice. See Grades 6-8 Student eBooks, Digital Collections: Writing Collections (Producing and Publishing with Technology, Conducting Research); Speaking and Listening Collections (Using Media in a Presentation). 
	Check Box44: Off
	Check Box46: Off
	Check Box48: Off
	Text49: A. In the Close Reader eBook, as students apply the standards instruction from the Student Edition, they use the annotation tools of highlighting and note taking with texts that are related to the collection topic and anchor texts. Working together, these two primary student resources—Student Edition and Close Reader—support students’ close reading and text analysis with intuitive, interactive tools for learning and practicing the needed skills for careful reading of rich texts. Working in a familiar digital environment, students will be more engaged with texts by using the mark-up tools and interacting with digital lessons for writing, speaking and listening. Another motivational tool for interacting with text is the personal myNotebook for students to collect, organize, and tag text evidence for use later in writing assignments.To further support students’ reading and analyzing of the anchor texts, teachers use the Language Awareness sections in the Teacher Edition, as well as notes and questions under “Close Read” for directing students to particular lines of the text. Using these questions as scaffolds, teachers can teach and model the kind of thinking and questioning students need to learn for text analysis.B. Additional support to help all students experience complex text includes the embedded vocabulary definitions in the eBook, the audio recordings that students can turn on and off to fit their reading pace, and Level Up Tutorials for those who need background information on the craft and structure of texts. Teachers also have instructional strategies to use for each text such as “When Students Struggle…” and “Scaffolding for ELL Students.” The anchor texts—so designated because of their rich complexity, link to the collection topic, and suitability for standards instruction—have additional scaffolding and support. Close Read Screencasts demonstrate to students how to read closely and how to discuss and annotate a text. Another tool in the eBook that supports fluency is the audio reading that students can access to hear portions of the text read as they work through the full selection.C. Scaffolding supports are presented throughout each collection in the program. See Grade 6 SE, pp. 71-72, 137-138, 139, 142, 147, 152; Close Reader, pp. CR11, CR28, CR38, CR39, CR58; Grade 7 SE, pp. 135-136, 183-184, 193, 195, 196, 204; Close Reader, pp. CR15, CR32, CR53, CR64, CR65, CR66Grade 7 TE, pp. 19, 112; Close Read Screencast, pp. 31, 137; Close Reader, pp. 70c-70f, 126c-126e, 192c-192e, 232c-232f, 282c-282g, 306c-306e; Grade 7 TE, pp. 31, 63, 111, 137; Close Reader, pp. 70d-70f, 126d-126e; Grade 8 SE, pp. 211-212, 277-278, 279, 281, 293, 304; Close Reader, pp. CR10, CR12, CR85, CR94, CR95.
	Check Box43: Yes
	Check Box45: Yes
	Check Box47: Yes
	Check Box51: Off
	Check Box50: Yes
	Check Box53: Off
	Check Box52: Yes
	Text42: A. All students, including struggling learners, have rich opportunities to read and comprehend grade level text in the Collections program. The focus of the instructional approach is to support all learners as they experience the required tasks of close reading and analysis. Before reading, each collection opens with Academic Vocabulary that provides students with a list of words, along with their definitions and related forms that they can preview before encountering them in the texts and using them in their text-based discussion and written work. B. To help students who have difficulty understanding how to do a “close reading” or have difficulty understanding a challenging text, they can access short, instructive Close Read Screencasts (see Grade 7 TE, pp. 19, 112; Close Read Screencast, pp. 31, 137) for key selections to hear readers model how to discuss, analyze, and annotate significant passages. By viewing “close reads” in action, students discover what it means to look carefully at an author’s choices and draw conclusions about the impact of those choices on the meaning of a text. See Close Reader, pp. 70c-70f, 126c-126e.C. Differentiation of language is addressed throughout Collections. In the Student eBook and Close Reader eBook, annotation tools, including highlighters and sticky notes, allow students to conveniently note the author’s use of stylistic devices and language and learn the routines for close reading. The Close Reader offers consistent and concrete practice with the routines of “Read,” “Re-Read,” and “Cite Evidence” so that students internalize these approaches and eventually apply them naturally. In the Teacher eBook, additional differentiation notes—“When Students Struggle…” and “Scaffolding for ELL Students” provide ideas for scaffolding instruction for complex texts. These suggestions appear in the Teacher Edition for selections in both the Student Edition and the Close Reader. The convenience for teachers is that the scaffolding suggestions for all selections—in both Student Edition and Close Reader—are included and integrated at point-of-use in the all-in-one Teacher’s Edition. In an “Extend & Reteach” section in the Teacher’s Edition at the end of each collection, teachers will find specific suggestions and mini-lessons for both re-teaching and extending the concepts. For further support, “Interactive Whiteboard Lessons” provide engaging instruction for reading and writing about literature, informational text, and media. See Grade 7 TE Extend and Reteach, pp. 52b, 70a.
	Check Box41: Off
	Check Box40: Yes
	Check Box39: Off
	Check Box38: Yes
	Check Box37: Off
	Check Box36: Yes
	Text56: A. The program provides predictable routines that include daily oral language, reading, and writing. For the English Language Learner, the routines increase exposure to and practice with increasingly challenging strategies and skills, provide students with known expectations, and minimize students’ anxiety. The program offers many different materials for a range of language functions. In the Teacher Edition, these activities are manifested in vocabulary and academic language callouts and in Language Conventions and Performance Task exercises at the end of each selection. Within these routines, language functions are presented comprehensively, socially, and academically. For examples of these routines throughout a collection, see Grade 7 Collection 1 of the Teacher Edition pages: 5, 16, 17, 18, 32, 36, 37, 38.B. The thematic structure at the core of the program enables students to learn academic English in context, engages and empowers English Language Learners, and allows for multiple exposures to vocabulary. The beginning pages of each collection introduce the theme and ask students to discuss some aspect of the layout in preview. Students are also given a preview of the collection’s Performance Task, often a choice of a written exercise or oral presentation. The language function is monitored and suggestions are given to extend learning. See examples of Performance Tasks on the following pages: Grade 7 TE pp. 16–18, 53–55, 127–129, 131–134, 179–182, 215–218, 325, 334, 341–344.C. As stated in part B, the program was developed with a thematic structure so that content areas incorporated into the lessons and skills are organized into a complete scope and sequence that covers all areas of reading and language arts instruction. Each grade level is based on a thematic plan for skills and strategies that are included across the grade and from grade to grade. 
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	Text61: D. The Collections program has teacher prompts for each reading selection in the Teacher Edition. In the Teacher Edition, each page of each selection (Grade 7 pp. 22-23, 27, 30-31, 40, 44, 47-48, 51-52, 62-63, 65, 70, 77) includes specific activities, key reading comprehension skills, and vocabulary questions. These activities fit all levels of comprehension from simple literal questions to more complex higher-order thinking skills to use as students read the selection. This carefully structured plan includes skills from identify key ideas (Grade 7 TE pp. 21, 52a, 163, 202, 205, 235, 240a, 266, 272), summarize (Grade 7 TE pp. 63, 64, 66, 82, 84), author’s purpose (Grade 7 TE pp. 30a, 43, 44, 47, 48, 52b, 185), infer (Grade 7 TE pp. 8, 11, 12, 14, 99, 100, 110a, 119), and use visuals/text features (Grade 7 TE pp. 77, 78, 79, 81, 83, 88a, 201). The Reread and Discuss and Dig Deeper sections give students a chance to use the comprehension skills they have learned to analyze the selection they read (Grade 7 TE pp. 18f, 18i). All of these activities allow students at various levels of English language proficiency to engage in higher order thinking. E. The information provided in part D explains how the skills and strategies are included in each lesson. The Collection Planning Resources at the beginning of each collection gives a Digital and Instruction Overview. A review of these charts shows the careful structure used to develop the program and how a wide range of higher-order thinking skills are introduced, practiced, reviewed, monitored, and tested throughout the lessons in the level and then across the levels.
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	Text68: A. The Collections Teacher Edition provides the Common Core State Standards and some information regarding the role of the text in meeting those standards. (See Grade 7 TE pp. T34-T80.) Citations of the Common Core State Standards are embedded throughout each lesson in a week of instruction. The standards that are covered include Reading Literature/Informational Text, Reading Foundations, Writing, Speaking and Listening, and Language skills. For an example of how the Common Core State Standards are used in a typical lesson see the Grade 7 Teacher Edition, pp. 3a, 4-18, 18a. The Key Learning Objective of each selection identifies the goals of the lesson and briefly explains why the selected genre/content area is being addressed. These objectives are parallel to the range of topics typically found in academic content standards. The Collections program includes fiction and nonfiction reading selections as well as other genre types that are linked to themes. Each unit features a theme based on social studies or science content. B. Collections was designed to be accessible to students with many different levels of English language proficiency. Each collection and reading selection was chosen to help teachers scaffold instruction according to various stages of proficiency. C. To see how the Collections program is organized into thematic sections, see the Grade 7 Teacher Edition. Collection 1 is titled “Bold Actions” and contains thematic anchor texts Rogue Wave and The Flight of Icarus. Each anchor text is grouped with a Close Reader selection and various multimedia selections.
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	Text82: A. Instructional supports are available throughout the Collections program and are used to make instruction comprehensible to students. Visuals, real-world objects, models, and audio visual aids are ways to provide examples of concepts and vocabulary. In Collections Grade 7, visuals provide students support in a number of ways, including a means of response and communication of information (p. 29), a means of organizing ideas in the prewriting phase (pp. 58-59), (p. 207), photographic support to enhance comprehension of reading material (pp. 216–217, 310), and a means of supporting an oral presentation (p. 261). Graphic aids are also included in Grade 7 to communicate information best understood by visual representation (p. 79) and are studied in terms of maps, charts, diagrams, and graphs (pp. 85, 223, 232a). In addition, sensory supports were the main element used to create the Interactive Whiteboard Lessons. These online resources help students use their visual and auditory senses to understand the key concepts presented in each unit. B. In addition to the information in part A, the Collections program employs gestures, movements, and other body language to address all of the senses. Speaking activities encourage students to use eye contact and physical gesticulation to present and discuss concepts. Many questions in the sections of the Teacher Edition ask students to interpret and address how the characters/people feel and what the characters/people are doing and saying as they discuss the content of the selection. The students use their sensory supports to become involved in the content and integrate the concepts and ideas into their world. See page R71 in the Grade 7 Teacher Edition to see how students make connections with the reading selections. C. As illuminated in parts A and B, sensory supports of varied types are presented systematically throughout the Collections program. 
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	Text75: D. The teaching plan for each collection includes an Academic Vocabulary element. In Grade 7, Collection 1, the following is stated about how students learn academic vocabulary in the collection: Students can acquire facility with the academic vocabulary words through frequent, repeated exposure as they analyze and discuss the selections in the collection. Academic vocabulary words can be used in the instructional contexts shown below. This will enable students to incorporate the academic vocabulary words into their working vocabulary. • Collaborative Discussion sections at the end of each selection • Analyzing the Text questions for each selection • Selection-level Performance Tasks • Vocabulary instruction exercises (for Critical Vocabulary and/or for Vocabulary Strategy) • Language Conventions • End-of-collection Performance Task for all selections in the collection E. As vocabulary is developed in the Teacher Edition, content activities help students understand the terms. Varied stages of development are addressed in the content area through additional vocabulary activities. Academic Vocabulary (Grade 7 pp. 2, 62, 131, 136, 184, 220, 259, 264), Critical Vocabulary (Grade 7 pp. 17, 37, 70, 155, 211, 239, 281, 305, 315, 335), Vocabulary and Spelling (Grade 7 pp. R58–R60), and Vocabulary Strategy (Grade 7 pp. 37, 77, 89, 153, 199, 211, 231) sections allow room for differentiated instruction. All of these activities incorporate the content and vocabulary to help students achieve academic and social English language proficiency. F. All content of the Collections program helps teachers provide students with the tools they need to eventually independently read, write, and speak English with the expected proficiency for each grade level.
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	Text89: D. Graphic organizers, semantic webs, and charts show the relationships between ideas and are effective tools woven into the instruction in the program. The materials show the wide variety of graphic supports included in the program to help students acquire language and skills. The colorful Interactive Whiteboard Posters include a variety of graphic organizers to summarize the concepts in a concise, understandable way. The Student Edition includes a wealth of graphics to help interpret the content. In Collections Grade 7, graphic aids provide students support in a number of ways, including a means of response and communication of information (p. 29), a means of organizing ideas in the prewriting phase (pp. 58-59), (p. 207), photographic support to enhance comprehension of reading material (pp. 216-217, 310), and a means of supporting an oral presentation (p. 261). Graphic aids are also included in Grade 7 to communicate information best understood by visual representation (p. 79) and are studied in terms of maps, charts, diagrams, and graphs (pp. 85, 223, 232a). In addition, sensory supports were the main element used to create the Interactive Whiteboard Lessons. These online resources help students use their visual and auditory senses to understand the key concepts presented in each unit.E. In addition to the information in part A, the Collections program employs gestures, movements, and other body language to address all of the senses. Speaking activities encourage students to use eye contact and physical gesticulation to present and discuss concepts. Many questions in the sections of the Teacher Edition ask students to interpret and address how the characters/people feel and what the characters/people are doing and saying as they discuss the content of the selection. The students use their sensory supports to become involved in the content and integrate the concepts and ideas into their world. See page R71 in the Grade 7 Teacher Edition to see how students make connections with the reading selections. F. Graphic supports are found in all levels of the program. At the beginning levels, the graphics are tailored to the developmental level of the learner. The complexity and extensiveness is broadened as students progress through the grades. The examples listed in parts D and E show the scope and depth of the Grade 7 materials.
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	Text96: G. Interactive supports are a valuable part of the learning experience and are thoroughly incorporated into the Collections program. Interactive support within the materials include the Modeled Discussions (Grade 7 pp. 3, 31, 63, 111, 137, 169, 185, 221, 265, 307), Collaborative Discussions (Grade 7 pp. 14, 18a, 28, 34, 40, 42a, 48, 52b, 140, 164, 188, 228, 245, 302, 312, 323, 332), and other group and partnered shared learning activities. H. Interactive supports contain options for different learning experiences for different levels of development. The lessons contain a variety of ways to assist the learners. Specialized interactive activities include debates (Grade 7 p. 200) and interviews (Grade 7 pp. 29-30, 318, 319, 320a). The Collections program was developed to provide very flexible groupings. Flexible groups are temporary and change according to students’ interests, needs, social interactions, and development. Within the teaching environment, instruction allows for students to work in all types of groups to help individuals be successful in content, concept, and skill acquisition.I. As stated in parts A and B, interactive supports are varied and systematically represented throughout the Collections program.
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